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We will prepare a personalized studies’ plan, without any obligation.
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PROGRAM

PRICES AND REGISTRATION

SELECTIVIDAD EBAU

The fees of this full program is 2690€
The following services are included on these fees:

University entrance courses: Selectividad EBAU

SELECTIVIDAD EBAU PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE PAPERWORK
FREE COMPLEMENTS

iNMSOL offers special EBAU preparation courses for the University entrance exam in Andalusia. They are designed for
foreign students who want to start University and are looking to:
This program is available on 2 sessions per year:

Improve their level of Spanish
Study the subjects of the EBAU

STANDARD. From November until the end of May (7 months approx.).
INTENSIVE. From January until the end of May (5 months approx.).

Our special EBAU preparation program will help you with:
1 Your level of Spanish
What level of Spanish do you need? The higher education demands a minimum level of Spanish of B1 or B2. iNMSOL will prepare a program
adapted to your starting level. And this will help you to reach the level to start higher education in Spain.
Furthermore, we will provide you with the SIELE exam that you can use to certify your Spanish level internationally.

In addition to these services, we make a catalogue of additional services available to students. These supplements can be requested
separately and will be added to the general price of the program:

THE EXTRA OPTIONS AVAILABLE ARE THE FOLLOWING (prices on page 5):
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

EBAU registration management with the University
Visa documentation delivery by private postal service (NACEX)
Additional individual lessons
DELE exam
Possibility of validation with ECTS credits
Accommodation in a shared apartment

2 The subjects of the EBAU test
Registration on Selectividad EBAU program
Our teachers will guide you in the subjects you will have to examine in the selectividad exam. Selectividad EBAU is a complete program with
which you will obtain all the necessary tools for the University entrance exam in Granada and the rest of Andalusia.

1_ Fill out the online registration form through our website:
https://www.inmsol.com/enrollment/

Guarantees of quality

2_ Select the course “Selectividad EBAU” and the session (starting in November / starting in January). Add the personal details required.
3_ Send a copy of your passport by email (info@inmsol.com).

iNMSOL offers you all the guarantees of quality in the teaching of Spanish, as per our Instituto Cervantes' accreditation. It means that our
teachers and methodology comply with the high quality standards. And this will be reected in your progress!

4_ We will contact you in order to set the payment method after receiving your form and passport.

We use a direct, situational and communicative method of teaching, only in Spanish. You will study vocabulary and grammar in a
contextual way.

5_ Once we have your registration, payment and passport, we will proceed to conrm your registration and send you the documents for your

Teachers will put emphasis on the students' participation both in the oral and in the written production.

Visa application.

6_ We will keep in touch to send you additional information until your arrival to Granada and the start of your program.

General conditions according to the number of participants
The minimum number of participants in this program is 3 students. In the case of fewer participants, the program may be offered applying the
following terms:
·
If there is only 1 participant: you will receive 50% of the lessons of the total program, as one-to-one lessons (for no extra
cost).

“Instituto Mediterráneo Sol (iNMSOL), has been accredited by Instituto Cervantes, which means it meets the conditions set by
Instituto Cervantes Accreditation System for Centers, the only International accreditation exclusively focused on the teaching
as Spanish as a foreign language”.
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If there are 2 participants: each one will receive 75% of the lessons of the program, as semi-private lessons (1 teacher /
2 students, for no extra cost).
If there are 3 or more participants: all of them will receive 100% of the lessons of the total group program.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES
ON DEMAND

WHAT DOES “SELECTIVIDAD EBAU” INCLUDE?

1. SPANISH LANGUAGE (ELE)
INTENSIVE SPANISH COURSE

As a complement to the course, the Selectividad EBAU program offers a catalogue of additional services that will facilitate the entire process
and will be very useful for students.
These services must be expressly requested, as they have an additional cost:

EBAU registration management with the University
If you want iNMSOL to help you process the registration for the EBAU exam, we can help you.
Price = 35€ per process

Visa documentation delivery by private postal service (NACEX)
We can organize the delivery of your documentation through a private courier service, with NACEX company. The price of this
service varies, depending on the weight of the letter and the destination country.
Price = from 40€ to 100€

Additional individual lessons
If you need to put more effort into certain aspects or need extra support, we can offer you personalized individual lessons. These
lessons can be added to your current program.
Price = 26,80€ per lesson (each lesson lasts 45 minutes)

DELE exam
If you want to obtain a DELE ofcial certicate, in addition to the certicates offered by the program (SIELE and iNMSOL), you
will be able to enroll and take the exam with us on certain dates. We will inform you of the most suitable level for you, and the
possible exam dates according to your stay.
Exam prices by levels: A1 (108€), A2 (130€), B1 (160€), B2 (190€), C1 (205€) or C2 (220€). Prices valid for 2021.

The Selectividad EBAU program includes 120 lessons of intensive Spanish course (each lesson lasts 45 minutes). These courses integrate
all language skills:
-

Listening comprehension
Oral expression and interaction
Reading comprehension
Written expression and interaction
Mediation

Teaching is carried out entirely in Spanish by high qualied native teachers. Courses include: 2 lessons/day of communicative grammar and
2 lessons/day of conversation and vocabulary, with oral and written practice. The number of lessons per day will be adjusted to the total
number os weeks of the program.

LEVELS
Intensive Spanish courses are available for all levels, from A1 (absolute beginner) to C2. They are structured and referenced to the 6 levels of
knowledge of Spanish, established by the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and by the Curricular Plan of the Instituto
Cervantes.
Participants in this program must take a level test prior to arrival, which will be reviewed by the Head of Studies. In this way, we will have an
approximation of the time required to achieve your linguistic objectives.
The student will be advised if they need to add Spanish classes to the program.
In general, the minimum level necessary to access Spanish universities or higher education is B1. iNMSOL will encourage participants to achieve
a B2 level, since a superior command of the language will facilitate the learning of other subjects in a language other than their own. The
duration of each of the levels is shown in the following table:

Possibility of validation with ECTS credits
We also offer the possibility of validating your Spanish course (the ELE Spanish part) for ECTS credits (please check more
detailed information with iNMSOL).

Accommodation in shared apartment
It is possible to reserve accommodation before your arrival through iNMSOL. We offer you to book a single room in a shared at
with other international students (check more details with iNMSOL).
Prices per week: 1 week (121€), 2 weeks (236€), 3 weeks (346€), 4 weeks (451€). Extension week (105€). Price of the extra night
(22€)

SIELE CERTIFICATE INCLUDED
At the end of the program's Spanish course, iNMSOL will offer participants to take the SIELE exam for free at our center.
SIELE (International Service for the Evaluation of the Spanish Language) certies the degree of command of the Spanish language
online. It consists of four tests, which correspond to the four skills of the Spanish language: Reading comprehension, Listening comprehension,
Written expression and interaction, and Oral expression and interaction.
The SIELE certies the candidate's level through an online multitasking exam. The report obtained after taking the exam has international validity:
“The SIELE Spanish certicate is recognized by leading international organizations in education and languages, in regulated
educational systems, institutions, companies, universities, etc. It has more than 75 partner universities present in the 22 countries
of Latin America, Canada, China and South Korea.”.
In addition, it is accepted by most Spanish universities as proof of the level it accredits, which will be an advantage for our students.
iNMSOL will examine the candidates on the dates they decide, in a totally exible way.
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WHAT DOES “SELECTIVIDAD EBAU” INCLUDE?

2. EBAU SUBJECTS

EBAU SUBJECTS COMBINATIONS
The student must follow one of the following options to congure their Selectividad EBAU study plan. There will be 320 lessons in total for any
of the options:
(OPTION 1) The minimum number of subjects in which the student must enroll is 4

In addition to the Spanish lessons, the Selectividad EBAU program includes a total of 320 lessons (each lesson has a duration of 45 minutes)
to study the specic subjects of the university entrance exam in the autonomous community of Andalusia (EBAU). Depending on the degree and
university chosen, the number of subjects will be a minimum of four and a maximum of six.

(OPTION 2) The student can go for an intermediate option of 5 subjects

These subjects are divided into:

(OPTION 3) The maximum number of subjects in which the student can enroll is 6

A) Compulsory general core subjects
B) Core subjects of modality
C) Optional core subjects

2.A. COMPULSORY GENERAL CORE SUBJECTS
The compulsory general core subjects are:

Of these subjects, only the language ones can be chosen (English or French).
The rest are mandatory subjects.

WHAT DOES “SELECTIVIDAD EBAU” INCLUDE?
2.B. CORE SUBJECTS OF MODALITY

3. SERVICES

The core subjects of modality depend on the type of Baccalaureate
(or similar previous studies) that the student has completed.
The student must choose one of the following options:

The services included in this program are the following:

(*) In case the student does not need these subjects, the corresponding number of lessons
will be increased to the number of lessons of compulsory general core subjects (2.A.).

ADMINISTRATIVE PAPERWORK
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

2.C. OPTIONAL CORE SUBJECTS
The optional core subjects also vary according to the modality. For each of these modalities there are several options, of which
the student must choose two, tops, according to the modality of studies chosen:

iNMSOL registration fee
Receipt of pre-registration and extra documentation for iNMSOL
Sending of pre-registration for verication and payment process
Sending the necessary course documentation to apply for student Visas:
Sending of digital documents when inscription and payment are conrmed
Sending printed documents by standard postal mail (included in the course’s fees)

SELECTIVIDAD EBAU COURSE
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

ELE Spanish lessons (intensive Spanish course)
EBAU subjects (compulsory general core subjects, core subjects of modality and optional core subjects)
Monthly one-to-one tutorials and advisor
Certicate of Attendance and Certicate of Aptitude from iNMSOL at the end of the course (a minimum attendance of 85% is
required)

FREE COMPLEMENTS

(*) In case the student does not need these subjects, the corresponding number of lessons will be increased to the number of lessons of
compulsory general core subjects (2.A.).
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Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Access to the ONLINE level test
Class material (books on loan, notebook, pencil and pen, COVID Kit)
Weekly activities program (thematic workshops, free extra lessons, guided tours around the city, etc.)
SIELE exam
iNMSOL student card with access to discounts
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Instituto Mediterráneo Sol, SL
Enriqueta Lozano, 17. 18009 Granada (ESPAÑA)
info@inmsol.com | inmsol.com | ele.inmsol.com
Tel.: +34 958 293 732 / +34 958 225 169

Public bank holidays

2021
1st January, 6th January, 1st March, 2nd April, 3rd June, 16th August,
12th October, 1st November, 6th December.

The Spanish Labor Laws say holidays falling on Sundays will be celebrated on the following Monday.

When there are two bank holidays in the same week, iNMSOL only takes one of them.
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